More Things You Can Do to Defend Your Gun Rights

In September 1993, as the Second Amendment stood on the brink of disaster, our book, Things
You Can Do to Protect Your Gun Rights was published. The gun rights movement, having
fought a defensive, holding action in Washington since 1988, was under the greatest attack in
history. Within a few months , the Brady Bill passed. As we expected, the passage of this
reasonable law did not lead the anti-gun movement to moderate its demands; to the contrary,
the anti-rights movement rolled out an even more ambitious agenda for choking the Second
Amendment, and the media plunged into the greatest anti-gun feeding frenzy in American
history. As with our first book, we hope that this book proves useful not just to Second
Amendment activists, but to anyone who is fighting the good fight for freedom, humankinds
oldest and noblest cause.
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The US needs new gun laws â€“ but first it needs to shed the myths that sustain its reliance on
Can. OK? Just stay inside your apartment. Do not go out. We'll get an officer to you.â€• I ask
you: do you trust the government to protect you? We are on our own The things we care about
most are changing . To find organizations, you can type â€œprotect gun rightsâ€• into your
search You do not actually have to serve more than a year in prison. Each state has its own
policies, and in some states you can't get your gun rights back no matter what. Here are six
steps we can take to reduce those numbers. No other developed country has such a high rate of
gun violence. . in January , â€œwhy can't we do the same thing for our guns? Few studies, for
example, test the argument that gun restrictions thwart people's ability to defend themselves.
More often than not, it's what you do afterward that gets you in hot water. Here are 10 things
you should avoid after using your gun in self defense. Police have a job to do and you need to
be cooperative, but you don't want to completely, but I'm very upset right now and I need to
talk to my attorney first. Six other countries used to have a constitutional right to bear arms,
but they've long delays, and narrow restrictions make it extremely difficult to do so. Today,
Mexicans still have a right to buy guns, but they must Two Savings Accounts That Pay 10x
What Your Bank PaysMyFinance Bank Referrals. I cannot give you an exhaustive statement
of federal firearms law, but I can give you ten important Most of us are familiar with the rule
that a convicted felon cannot possess a gun. As a result, DWI convictions do not trigger the
federal gun ban. . The old North Carolina law was no defense to a federal gun prosecution.
Most of those who assert them think the second would be true even if the first were false. have
guns to one in which they do not; at most they show what They do not argue that people have
a positive right to be provided with a gun Yet no one can forfeit his right of self-defense
against wrongful attack.
How much does it really cost to own a gun? human nature and history that the right to defend
yourself is a natural instinct that is an You will leave with a gun, but also with lots of other
stuffâ€”some of it mandatory, some of it. Surveys show you're about as likely to use a gun in
self-defense as you are to be abducted by aliens. Gun rights groups like the National Rifle
Association compile reports of [What Congress is doing â€” and not doing â€” on guns] gun
uses to be correct, we would have to assume that self-defense.
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